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Social capital is that desired cooperative and relational benefit achieved by the investment of connections,
interaction, linkages and time between individuals or groups who synergize together in productive relationships.
These connections produce living, active social networks that have gains and valid values leading to increased
productivity (for both the individual and group). These networks are given form and power by social interactions
and exchanges amongst individuals and groups.
Let us help your organization and staff:
Build strategic alliances and enhanced supply chain relations and turn relationships into currency
Build enhanced social structures, pursue interests and create changes in relationships among parties
Learn how to alter power balance towards profit for your group and gain opposing parties
Cultivate a high power figure and be more assertive and positive and celebrate your qualities to your gain and
lift someone else
Facilitate co-operation and mutually supportive relations and acquire how to discover people and show them
ground breaking, profit making unique interest
Build the power to generate valued and valid contacts, connections and friendships
Discover how to venture out, cultivate bonding, bridging ties and gain followership, capture a broader radius of
trust to enable connections across borders of all sorts to serve as a basis for personal and the organization’s
growth and development
Create magnetic presence and interconnections, networks of relationships, reciprocity, trust, and social
cohesion
Develop skills for social participation, cultivate and nurture durable networking prowess, foster institutionalized
relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition
Increase personal access to information and build skill sets and enhanced personal power of influence, identify
problems and solutions, and manage conflict
Make tangible substances count for other people’s daily lives through goodwill, fellowship, mutual sympathy
and social interaction
Acquire skills for the accumulation of social capital
Win and design people into productive possibilities for advancement
Know how to help people satisfy their social needs

Discover and inspire and motivate the profitability of associations and the advantages of creative help,
sympathy, and the fellowship of neighbours
Achieve interest group formation and shaping
Discover how to transform social relationships in an irreversible way
How to handle disorganization at both the individual and social levels
Facilitate communication with the individual and in the community across ethnic lines
Squash and Squelch rumours
Help the administration carry out its job and in particular peace, security and justice
Develop zero tolerance for failure and push for the bang
Cultivate intentional competency, shape and improve what you have, build durability, reciprocity (mutual
benefit exchange), authenticity, reliability, trust and give trust
Develop passion, persistent focus and pursuit, and push beyond shyness, self-doubt and competition
How to re-invent oneself after failure, criticisms, rejection, adversity, prejudice and hatred
Discover and interpret and use body language and non-verbal communication effectively to one’s advantage
Learn how to communicate and change minds through open ended questions, strategic social motivation and
discover how to capture other people’s help without coercion or deceit
Learn how to harness your thoughts, feelings, dreams, and physical environment
Learn the redemptive power of choice making. Nothing in life is really unrealistic, gain the power to capture the
unrealistic
REGISTER FOR SOCAW TODAY
To register your group or organization for a SOCAW (Social Capital Workshop), please fill our ‘contact us’ form
under the ‘contact us window’ and indicate your interest for SOCAW, give us your group size, location and date
available, with your phone numbers and other contact information necessary to reach you.

